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1: About Us â€“ Structural Dynamics
Structural Dynamics is a unique firm in the region. Although there are plenty of building contractors in the area, only
Structural Dynamics, with its in-house engineering expertise, can handle the inspection, design, and stabilization
projects.

Working at an engineering office, Ted plunged into contract bidding for structural repair projects. Over the
years, the business grew from small projects to larger ones until Ted made it a full-time operation. As part of
daily operations he is involved with structural engineering design work and investigations of structural
failures. In some instances the investigations lead to report writing, design drawings, and completing the
construction of a structural repair, if it is required. For situations which do not require an engineer, where the
structural problem and solution are fairly easily defined, we have a field representative who investigates
problems for the purpose of estimating repairs. He is in close communication with Theodore Carlson in
working up estimates for structural repairs. Our construction staff is very experienced with structural repair
projects. In instances where the repairs are unique or complicated, Mr. Carlson works with the construction
personnel on site. Somewhere a house is sinking, a floor joist is about to give in, and a cabin with a
spectacular view is ever so slowly slipping into the lake. These imminent disasters might sound like jobs for
Superman, but what they really call for is a structural engineer. Ted Carlson may not have x-ray vision, but he
can still spot some scary problems that most of us would miss. When called for, he can also come to the
rescue. All engineers are problem solvers. For structural engineers like Carlson, the basic problem is gravity.
Whatever human beings erect will invariably want to fall down in time. Structural Dynamics is a unique firm
in the region. Although there are plenty of building contractors in the area, only Structural Dynamics, with its
in-house engineering expertise, can handle the inspection, design, and stabilization projects. Ted describes a
typical scenario: A homeowner sees a crack in his foundation and fears a settlement problem. He calls a
couple of piering contractors, who send out salesmen to look at the house. They shoot some elevations and
predictably recommend very costly fixes. A licensed structural engineer approaches the problem quite
differently. One inch of settlement in a week is a problem; one inch in 20 years is not a big deal. I was always
figuring out how things work. Finally I ended up going out on my own. When the value of real estate crashes,
people have trouble justifying the expense of foundation replacement, especially when the house next door is
for sale at the same cost as the repairs alone. On the other hand, he has found that the inspection side of his
business remains strong in this precarious economic environment. At the height of the building boom, houses
were going up very quickly, some of them too quickly. Today Carlson is seeing damage in very new homes
that are literally sinking into the earth. Stabilizing buildings with these sorts of issues calls for driving steel
piles into the ground, attaching them to the foundation walls with brackets, and then lifting the entire building,
along with its foundation back to a level position. The systems required for such a job must often be custom
designed and fabricated by Carlson and his crew. A good deal of what can go wrong in a building is caused by
error or ignorance. We have to go in and rebuild it. The joists were cracked and the floor was ready to cave
right in. It was a real emergency situation. In northern Illinois, the most common cause of structural damage is
wind and water. The last two Novembers have seen considerable wind damage in the Belvidere and Caledonia
areas. Carlson goes into tornado damaged homes to determine whether they are safe for occupation.
Sometimes that means designing and fabricating the best tools for the job yourself. Programs like AutoCAD
offer great advantages for drafting, and structural design software exploits the extraordinary calculation speed
of computers. For example, 15 years ago, Carlson says, designing a reinforced concrete cantilevered retaining
wall for a foot drop would have taken two or three days. I feed in materials, dimensions, and loads, and the
program calculates everything in a split second. The software allows me to work so much faster that I can look
at many more alternatives for any job. The work of Structural Dynamics is usually hard to see with the
untrained eye. In fact, most of the work Structural Dynamics does gets buriedâ€¦literally. His satisfaction is in
solving the problems that keep the rest of us awake at night.
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2: Structural Dynamics - Department of Structural Engineering - NTNU
Structural dynamics, therefore, is a type of structural analysis which covers the behavior of structures subjected to
dynamic (actions having high acceleration) loading.

3: CEE Structural Dynamics - University of Michigan
"Ted Carlson, from Structural Dynamics, Inc. is a highly professional Structural Engineer which is reflected greatly in his
work. He guarantees % customer satisfaction and has never done any less with us.

4: CEE Structural Dynamics, Duke
About American Crystallographic Association, Inc. The American Crystallographic Association, Inc. is a non-profit,
scientific organization of over 1, members worldwide.

5: Structural dynamics | Dewesoft
Structural Dynamics is an extension of the conventional static structural analysis. It is the study of structural analysis that
considers the external loads or displacements to vary with time and the structure to.

6: Structural dynamics - Wikipedia
Structural Dynamics Introduction This chapter provides an elementary introduction to time-dependent problems. We will
introduce the basic concepts using the single-degree-of-.

7: Structural Dynamics: Theory and Applications | Engineering & Technology Short Courses
Structural Dynamics The research field of Structural Dynamics combines numerical simulations, laboratory experiments
and site measurements on existing structures. This also include development, and application, of new methods and
techniques for numerical simulation of dynamic response.

8: www.enganchecubano.com: Structural Dynamics: Books
Introduction to Dynamics of Structures 7 Washington University in St. Louis Frequency Domain Analysis The
characteristics of the structural system can also be described in the frequency domain.

9: Structural dynamics â€“ BrÃ¼el & KjÃ¦r Sound & Vibration
Structural Dynamics was one of only two companies that proposed installing 4 piers instead of 3. However, all proposals
except one (which was higher) were similarly priced. Wayne was very clear that a pier should not be installed under a
window, which all of the companies that had proposed installing 3 piers were planning to do.
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